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Divine Solutions for reducing Suicide Cases
Objective:- Whenever we open the newspaper or TV channels, there are lot of news on
suicide cases. Suicides are happening due to unable to withstand the stress level. I am
publishing this article on how Vastu and Numerology plays significant role in suicides. I
believe that this article will be an awareness article for everyone to bring down the suicide
numbers by appropriately selecting the houses as per Vastu & Numerology.

Overview:-I thoroughly studied the plan of many apartments and houses where suicides
have already happened and come up with this article.

Why Suicides are happening and how it link with Vastu & Numerology?
As I mentioned above that the person is unable to withstand the stress level. Secondly,
there are biological or cosmic energy which is not in our control which influence suicides.
There are many reasons for suicides like
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failure in relationships.
serious financial crunch.
unable to perform in the education.
sudden retrenchment or unable to get appropriate job
Chronic health problems.

There are alternative solutions for all the above problems. Suicide is not the solution.
Brahma has sent us to the world to overcome all the good and bad incidents and lead happy
life. Do you think by doing suicides their souls are going peacefully? No, they are not. They
again come back to the world and lead with more problems than the earlier karma.
Secondly, their parents have put forth lot of efforts to bring at this level. Just, by
committing suicides due to above issues. Are they really doing justification to their family?
No, they are not.
Let’s see How Vastu and Numerology plays significant role in suicides.
1. Building came up in big Snake Liar and all the poisonous snakes killed under the
Snake Liar. Due to these reason, entire building gets disturbed.
2. Building came up in the cremation ground.
3. The apartment has lot of cuts which is really big vastu dhosh.
4. The apartment numbers are combination of 4 or 8 (This is not auspicious for some of
the specific birth numbers).
5. Apartments have more windows on South and West direction and no windows on
North and East direction
6. Pooja room is in the SW direction
7. Toilet is in the SE,SW and NE direction.
8. Apartment has been closed or not used for long time.
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Solutions for reducing the number of suicides:i)
ii)
iii)

iv)

v)
vi)
vii)

viii)

Before purchasing any house, Pls. take the help of renowned Vastu expert and
check whether it is ideal to buy this apartment.
If you have already purchased the house, Pls. call renowned vastu expert to
check any major vastu dosh and do the remedies as suggested by him.
Pls. perform Satyanarayana Pooja, Navagraha and Vastu Shanti Pooja before
residing the house as you don’t know whether this is ideal plot for building the
apartment. Negative Cosmic energy effect will be subsidized by performing above
prayers.
You can call renowned Numerologist and fix the flat/house name according to
your lucky number. By doing this, the negative effect of the flat/apartment will
be nullified.
Pyramids are very powerful to nullify the negative effect without doing any
alteration however you need to fix pyramids as advised by Vastu Experts only
Yantra’s are also very powerful to nullify the negative effect however you need to
get the genuine one as advised by Vastu Experts.
For people who are searching for rental houses, you can also consult genuine
Vastu Expert before get into the house. The amount that you are paying to Vastu
expert is really negligible as compare to your advance and broker charges.
Moreover, your life is more precious one.
You can also check the owners or neighbors, how long this house has been
closed. Were the previous tenants lived happily?

Conclusion:The purpose of this article to bring awareness about external biological and cosmic energy
influences on our lives. I believe that I have given enough explanations and solution for
bringing down the suicides numbers and this would be definitely helpful for you and your
beloved ones.
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